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The book “Anthikad’s Applied Psychology for Graduate Nurses” authored by Dr Deepa provides a simple and clear explanation of the concepts in Psychology that can be easily related to the nursing field. The book covers contemporary aspects of psychology in nursing and the application of psychology concepts with examples and theories which have enriched the content of the book.

Key Features

- The book covers the entire curriculum of different Universities and Nursing Council of India.
- Helps the nurses to understand the basic concepts of psychology, application of psychology and principles in nursing care.
- Chapters are thoroughly revised including chapter outline and learning objectives in the beginning.
- Important concepts are explained with relevant examples and research evidences.
- Key points and study questions have been appended at the end of each chapter.
- The book contains theories of personality development for MSc (N) students in chapter 18 on Developmental Psychology.
- A special chapter on Soft Skills and Nursing Empowerment is added as per the INC guidelines.

Readership

- BSc and MSc Nursing Students